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BRIGHT BASKETS

Approximate finished size:
36" X 47" (.91m X 1.19m)

PLEASE READ ALL INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE
BEGINNING
$
Quilt measures approximately 36” X 47”.
There are six 7½" finished Basket blocks set on point
$
in a 2 X 3 grid.

$
The three borders feature a floater border (1st border),
nd

a thin ½" finished 2 border and one wide outside border
that has been scalloped.

SUPPLY LIST
Fabric A

Medium
(floral
print)

outer border & bias
binding

13/8 yd
(1.3 m)

Fabric B

Light
(yellow)

floater (1st) border,
set squares & triangles

23/8 yd
(2.2 m)

Basket blocks

assorted
prints/
colours
to
equal
½ yd
(.5m)
OR fat
eighths
of each

HELPFUL HINTS
$
Make a legend with your fabrics & label to help when
cutting. Take time to cut accurately.

$
Use a scant ¼" seam allowance. Make sure you establish
an accurate seam allowance before starting to piece.
Different fabrics and threads can affect your seam
allowance from project to project. Use a 'wall' to help keep
seam allowances consistent.

$
Always chain piece using a 'pig' (small fabric scrap) to
keep work tidy, save time and thread.

$
Use a stiletto to keep seams nested together or pin on the
diagonal just before the join point. Keep the seam on top
pointing upwards to help nest seams together. Hold your
finger against the side of the presser foot at the end of
each unit to reduce seam from 'wowing' out.

Fabric C

3 Lights,
3 Darks
(pink, red,
green,
blue)

1/8 yd
(.15m)

Choose ONE Fabric C Dark
for 2nd border

Backing and batting to fit
Choose one:
$
Easy Angle tool
OR
$
From Marti Michell's Perfect Patchwork Templates Set A

$
Make sure to sew through the 'X' to keep points sharp.
Sew through the 'X'

$
Press to set seams first, then open and press each piece.
Don't saw the iron back and forth. Keep a light touch and
a hot iron to get seams flat and square.

$
Always use a design surface to layout pieces in their proper
place. Check for direction of directional prints while sewing.

$
Keep a copy of the block and top design handy to
reference as needed.

$
Make up a sample block to test where trouble spots in
seaming or pressing could be. Determine how to handle
these prior to mass-producing blocks.
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BRIGHT BASKETS

CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS
(Yardage based on 42" width of fabric)
Fabric A (MEDIUM - outer border & bias binding)
NOTE: set aside remainder for bias binding
Total Strips
3

Cut Size
6½" X 42"

Next Cut

Pattern section

*****

outer border

lengthwise grain

Fabric B (LIGHT - floater (1st) border, set squares
& triangles)
Total Strips

Cut Size

1

8" X 17"

1

12" X 25"

1

63/8" X 13"

2

1½" X 42"

Next Cut

2

Pattern section

8" squares

Cut on both diagonals to make 6
triangles
2 will be waste
63/8" squares
Cut once on the diagonal
2
to make 4 corner triangles
*****

set squares
side set triangles

corner triangles
floater border
(1st border)

Fabric C (LIGHTS & DARKS - Basket blocks & 2nd border)
For two Basket blocks (one light & one dark): Repeat
cutting for two remaining colour groups
Total Strips

1 light

Cut Size

2" X 13"

1 dark

2" X 13"

1 light

2" X 42"

1 dark

2" X 42"

1 light

Next Cut

1

2" square

2

2" X 5" rectangles

1

2" square

2

2" X 5" rectangles

Pattern section

*****

Basket body

2½"
square

Cut once on diagonal
to yield 2 triangles

Basket base
small triangles

1 dark

37/8"
square

Cut once on diagonal
to yield 2 triangles

Basket base
large triangles

3

1" x 42"

*****

thin 2nd border

1 light

1. Cut Fabric C 2½" squares once on the diagonal to yield
two small Basket base triangles per block. Cut Fabric C
37/8" squares once on the diagonal to yield one large
Basket base triangle per block.
2. Assemble all pieces required for one block: 6 - 2" HSTs,
1 - 2" square, 2 - 2" X 5" rectangles, 1 - 5" HST,
2 small triangles and 1 large triangle. Layout the block
according to the diagram - pay attention to reverse
colour placements.
3. Using a scant ¼" seam allowance, piece blocks according
to diagram.
4. Press gently to set seams.
5. Each Basket block should measure 8".

+

5½"
square

2 light

Make 6 Basket blocks (7½" finished)

+

*****

2 dark

1. Lay 2 Fabric C 5½" squares light and dark colours right
sides together. On lighter side, draw a line through the
diagonal. Stitch a scant ¼" on either side of the
drawn line.
2. Press to set, cut apart on the drawn line. Finger press to
the darker colour, press.
3. Trim to 5" using 6" or 6½" square. Establish diagonal
line first. Trim two sides at one time.

Basket background

HSTs in Basket handle
Layer light & dark strips
right sides together

1 dark

Make 6 HSTs (4½" finished)

Block diagram

Arrows indicate
pressing direction

PIECING INSTRUCTIONS
Make 36 Half Square Triangles (HSTs) (1½" finished)
1. Lay 2" wide strips of Fabric C light and dark colours in pairs
Putting It All Together
right sides together, aligning edges.
2. Position Easy Angle™ tool or template on strip, trim off
1. Set up your design wall. Layout all of the Basket blocks,
selvage, cut 6 pairs of triangles for each Basket block.
set squares, side triangles and corner triangles using the
3. Using a scant ¼" seam allowance, chain piece triangle
line drawing. It might help to label blocks and rows with a
pairs.
bit of masking tape. Just be sure not to iron it or you'll
4. Press gently to set seams, finger press seams open to help
have a bit of applique you don't really want!
reduce bulk, press.
2. Stitch blocks together in rows, press to set squares and
5. Each HST should measure 2".
triangles in order to see the 'X'. Keep the set triangles
next to the feed dogs to help prevent the bias edges from
BLOCK B
BLOCK A
stretching.
3. Press the rows to the side of least resistance.
4. Add the corner triangles last by marking the midpoint on
both triangles and block, pin and stitch.
5. Always press towards the solid squares.
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BRIGHT BASKETS
PIECING INSTRUCTIONS CONTINUED
Borders
st

1. 1 border: Measure the top through the middle from top to
bottom. Cut Fabric B floater border strips to this
measurement, stitch to sides. Press seams towards floater
border. Repeat as above for side borders, except measure
from side to side.
2. 2nd border: Measure the top again through the middle from
top to bottom. Cut Fabric C strips to these measurements,
stitch to sides. Press seams towards floater border. Repeat
as above for side borders.
3. 3rd border: Using Fabric A strips miter the border according
to the directions below. Press the completed top. Mark
scallops on the outer edge of the 3rd border using the
instructions below. Measure to prepare batting and
backing.

Mitered Borders
1. To miter borders, adjust your fabric requirements as this
uses more yardage, especially if borders are cut on the
lengthwise grain. Cut borders equal to finished length of
quilt top + double the finished border width + 4" extra for
'insurance'.
2. Mark center of each border strip by pressing a fold line.
From this point, measure out to half of the finished quilt top
length for the sides. Repeat for the other side.
3. Pin match centers and ends, remembering to start ¼" from
edge. Backstitch 2 - 3 stitches - only to ¼" mark. Stitch
seam and stop ¼" from end, back stitching to secure.
Sew all four borders to the quilt in this manner.
4. At the ironing board, fold one of the borders diagonally on
top of the other. Press when everything is square and
aligned. Carefully open this fold, pin the layers to keep from
shifting then draw a stitching line on the pressed fold mark.
5. Start stitching at the inner corner, securing the seam with
backstitching. Stitch following the pressed and lined mark to
the outer edge and backstitch carefully.
6. Turn over to the right side. Check to see the corner is still
flat and square. If so, trim away the excess fabric. Repeat
with the remaining three corners. Press all seams open.
7. If you would like to miter multiple borders, first sew all
borders into a strip set. Treat them as one piece, paying
careful attention to joining seams.

Scalloping Borders

Scalloping Borders Continued
4. After the quilt has been quilted, baste on the marked line
to hold all three layers. Before trimming away scallops,
apply the bias binding by pinning the edge to the basting
line. Ease the binding while stitching the outer curves,
carefully turn and pivot at inner points. Now cut away all
excess batting and backing by trimming to a scant ¼".

Finishing Up
1. Quilting suggestions:
$
Stitch in the ditch around Baskets, quilt a flower in the
center or use the design motifs of your border
fabric.
$
Stitch in the ditch on both sides of the 2nd border.
$
Quilt a floral or leaf design in the wide, 3rd border or
use the design motifs of your border fabric.
2. Add label and sleeve.
3. Bind using a double fold ¼" finished bias binding.

Binding
1. To prepare binding, estimate the amount needed. For
example, a 36" square will make 13 yds of 2¼" wide
binding. This quilt features a ¼" finished binding. The
square required will measure 20" - the cut strips will be
15/8" wide. There will be some binding leftover.
2. Cut the required square size and lay it on a large cutting
mat. Fold the square in half both ways and mark centers
with a pin. Point pin heads towards the center on top and
bottom, towards the outer edge on sides.
3. Cut the square in half on the diagonal. With right sides
together, align edge with pin heads towards outer edge.
Sew with a ¼" seam allowance, press seam open.
4. Layout entire piece, with wrong side facing you. Mark
required strip width with cutting lines parallel to long bias
edges (edges without pins).
5. With right sides together, align raw edges with pin heads
towards center. Offset one width of marked binding strip
to form a tube. Sew with a ¼" seam allowance. Press
seam open.
6. Cut tube apart starting at the offset edge until you have
one continuous strip. Press strip in half to make a double
fold binding.

1. Before the top is prepared to layer, all quilting designs must
be marked onto the quilt top. This includes scalloped edges.
Decide on the corners first, they can be circular or come to
a point.
2. After marking the corners, use a template to mark the quilt
sides first, marking from each end to the center. It is helpful
to make a paper template first to check repeat before
making a sturdier one. You can also use plates, bowls, lids,
etc. as templates. I used a 6" circle template to mark the
scallops for this quilt.
3. Now mark the top and bottom, using the same template,
marking from the corners to the center. You may have to
adjust at the center.
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BRIGHT BASKETS
FEATURED QUILT DIAGRAM

LAYOUT DIAGRAM

WALL/CRIB 36" X 47"

BLOCK A

BLOCK B

SET TRIANGLE

CORNER TRIANGLE

ALTERNATE SIZES
Please note: Yardage is estimated based on same fabrics
as original sample. 'F' is the abbreviation for finished size.
All dimensions are approximate. Binding is not included
in estimates.
Pillow (17½" square)
1 block. 1st border - ½" F, 2nd border - 3" F. Add a flange
or ruffle if desired.
Tablerunner (25½" X 47")
3 blocks with same borders as quilt.
Lap/Crib (47" X 57")
3 X 4 block grid (12 blocks) with same borders as quilt.
Twin (57½" X 68")
4 X 5 block grid (20 blocks) with same borders as quilt.
Double (68" X 89")
5 X 7 block grid (35 blocks) with same borders as quilt.

PILLOW
17½" square
TABLERUNNER 25½" x 47"

TWIN 57½" x 68"
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BRIGHT BASKETS

LAP/CRIB 47" x 57"

DOUBLE 68" x 89"
Fabric Supply List for Alternate Sizes
Fabric A

Fabric B

Fabric C

yd
(.6m)

fat
quarter

fat quarter each
light & dark

Tablerunner

13/8 yd
(1.3m)

15/8 yd
(1.5m)

fat quarter each 3 different
lights & darks + 1/8 yd (.15m) one colour
for 2nd border

Lap/Crib

15/8 yd
(1.5m)

31/8 yd
(2.9m)

Twin

2 yd
(1.85m)

43/8 yd
(4m)

Double

2½ yd
(2.3m)

6¾ yd
(6.2m)

Pillow

5/8

¾ yd (.7m) each 3 different
lights & darks + ¼ yd (.25m) one colour
for 2nd border
1 yd (.95m) each 3 different
lights & darks + 3/8 yd (.35m) one colour
for 2nd border
1¾ yd (1.6m) each 3 different
lights & darks + 1½ yd (1.4m) one colour
for 2nd border
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